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How did we get here?
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Mango, state-wide online catalogProtect field on OCLC overlay
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Note: subfield delimiter dependent on application



Challenge: cleanup local 5xx fields to give patrons a better experience
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Mixed to local note example



Invitation
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Fun fact: the Python programming language was 
named by Guido van Rossum after the 1970s BBC 
Comedy series, Monty Python’s flying circus.
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Starting to work with the data

❏ create dataset
❏ filter dataset
❏ export dataset

❏ convert .mrc file to .mrk file 
using MarcBreaker

❏ manipulate file using GREL 
and column functions

❏ export file for analysis

“There are lots of variables but as a rough guide, Thousands of rows is 
fine, Hundreds of thousands of rows probably OK, million plus rows probably 
not going to work so well/at all.” ~Owen Stephens

Total number of rows and columns on a worksheet l,048,576 rows by 16,384 columns
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Developing the scripts

integrated development environment

understand input data

understand output requirements

output helps understand the input and logic

add functionality to improve optimization

add automation
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Saving time using Python tool
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Fun fact: if you type ‘import this’ into the Python 
interpreter you can read a poem about the 
language by Tim Peters, a major contributor to the 
community.

Accessing the scripts

http://poseidon.fiu.edu/catalog/python
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Python script efficiency

❏ create dataset
❏ filter dataset
❏ export dataset

❏ convert .mrc file to .mrk file 
using MarcBreaker

❏ manipulate file using GREL 
and column functions

❏ export Excel file for analysis

❏ run program
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Output
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Thank you!

Jennifer Scholl, Library Specialist
                jscholl@fiu.edu

Stock photos downloaded from pexels.com

http://poseidon.fiu.edu/catalog/python

